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Recently, a generalization of commutator theory has been developed for alge-
braic systems belonging to a congruence modular variety. This general commutator
theory is used here both to provide a very simple proof of a classical result by R.
Freese and B. Jonsson and to solve a problem raised by S. Tschantz. Some otherÂ
known results are improved or are given a simple proof. Moreover, we pursue the
goal of extending commutator theory to a somewhat larger setting; thus we give a
Žmore general version of the result by Freese and Jonsson partially solving aÂ
.problem we raised in P. Lipparini, 1994, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 346, 177]202 .
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0. INTRODUCTION
At first sight, one might expect that a general theory of algebraic
Ž .systems henceforth called algebras would necessarily be too abstract to
provide interesting results for particular and widely studied kinds of
algebras such as groups or rings; on the other hand, one might suppose as
well that the methods used by group and ring theorists would be too
particular and special to admit generalization to a very broad setting.
Such naive expectations, however, have proved incorrect in many cases;
Birkhoff's theorem, the first significant result in the general theory of
algebras, already deals with the obvious generalizations of the notions of
subgroup, direct product of groups, and homomorphic image of a group,
but provides a new result even in the particular cases of groups and rings.
It states that a class K of algebras of the same type is closed under taking
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subalgebras, direct products, and homomorphic images if and only if K is
Ž .a ¤ariety that is, can be defined by a set of equations . Birkhoff's theorem
has attracted the attention of other algebraists: subsections 06B20, 16R10,
20E10, 20M07 of the 1991 Mathematical Subject Classification all deal
with varieties of particular algebraic systems.
In passing, let us note that almost all results of contemporary general
algebra deal with varieties rather than single algebras. A feature of the
present paper which seems particularly attractive to us is that we provide
results for single algebras satisfying a given property rather than requiring
Ž wthat this property hold for all algebras in a given variety see also Lp, p.
x.179 . However, as mentioned in the abstract, our methods have applica-
Ž .tions also to the treatment of varieties, in particular, congruence modular
ones.
Some other unexpected connections between group and ring theory and
Žthe general theory of algebras will play an important role in this paper see
w x w xMK and the preface to Sm for more comments on the interactions
.between general algebra, and rings and groups .
To treat the first connection, let us recall that MN s NM, for M, N
Žnormal subgroups of a given group G so that MN is a normal subgroup of
.G and, indeed, the least subgroup containing both M and N . Such
properties cannot be generalized as they stand, since, in general, what
Žcorresponds to normal subgroups is congruences equivalence relations
which are the kernel of some homomorphism, that is, which are compati-
ble; the correspondence with normal subgroups}or bilateral ideals}is
.obtained just by taking laterals . For congruences there is nothing corre-
sponding to the ``elementwise product'' used in the standard definition of
MN; however, there is a rough generalization of MN s NM, that is,
Ž .a ( b s b ( a ( denotes a relational product .
If a ( b s b ( a , then a and b are said to permute, and if all pairs of
congruences of an algebra A permute then A is said to be permutable.
Groups, rings, modules, and quasigroups are examples of permutable
algebras. In general, not all congruences permute, but, just as in the case
of groups, if two congruences a , b permute then a ( b is a congruence
and is the smallest congruence containing a and b. In general, a ( b is
not necessarily an equivalence relation, let alone a congruence: for an
arbitrary algebra, the smallest congruence containing a and b is the
smallest equivalence relation containing a and b : a q b s D a ( b ,ng v n
where a ( b denotes a ( b ( a ( b ( ??? with n y 1 occurrences of (.n
The set of all congruences of an algebra is naturally equipped with a
lattice structure: in the study of general algebras it has gradually become
clear that the congruence lattice of an algebra provides a great deal of
Ž winformation about the structure of the algebra see, e.g., FLT, Ta, HMK,
x.Lp .
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Just as the relation MN s NM is used in the proof of the so-called
Ž .Dedekind law or modular law , it is elementary to show that every
Žpermutable algebra has a modular congruence lattice see Table I, at the
beginning of Section 1, for the definitions of modular and of the other
.notions mentioned subsequently . B. Jonsson showed how to extend theÂ
argument to prove that permutable algebras satisfy an even stronger
identity, the Arguesian identity: the name comes from the fact that a
projective geometry satisfies Desargues' law iff the lattice of its subspaces
Ž w xis Arguesian. See Jo for further information. Actually, Jonsson's argu-Â
ment works for lattices of permutable equivalence relations. See Lemma
.2.3. Again, Jonsson's theorem was first proved in this very general setting,Â
and even the particular cases for groups or rings were unknown at the time
Ž .at least, as far as we know .
More surprising developments were to come. Since every algebraic
lattice can be represented as the congruence lattice of some algebra, and
since there are algebraic modular lattices which are non-Arguesian, there
exists an algebra with a modular non-Arguesian congruence lattice. How-
w xever, Freese and Jonsson FJ proved that if all algebras in a given varietyÂ
have modular congruence lattices then such lattices are actually Argue-
sian.
Incidentally, Freese and Jonsson's result is part of a more generalÂ
Ž w x .theory, the study of congruence identities see Jo for a survey . Various
Žresults are known mainly dealing with congruence modularity or distribu-
.tivity , but open problems abound, and the line of research has not been
Žfully exploited and still looks both promising and difficult Problem 5.14
.gives an example . The first result in the field was obtained by J. B. Nation
w xNa and, according to the referee, was a big surprise at the time. Nation
showed that if all algebras in a variety have congruence lattices satisfying
Ž .the identity x xy q xz q yz F xy q xz then all such congruence lattices
are modular. Actually, he provided many such identities. The result has
the astonishing consequence that a variety V is congruence modular iff the
variety generated by the free algebra in V over two elements is modular
Žfor those familiar with Mal'cev conditions, congruence modularity is
.determined by two-variable identities .
Ž .In this paper we provide a very short modulo commutator theory proof
of Freese and Jonsson's result; actually, we weaken the hypothesis that AÂ
belongs to a modular variety to the hypothesis that A has modular
congruence lattice and has a difference term. As we explain below, the
existence of a difference term is a quite weak assumption; the assumption
of congruence modularity is necessary, since every Arguesian lattice is
modular.
To explain what a difference term is, let us talk about the development
of commutator theory in general algebra. For a long time, it was believed
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that the only notions from group and ring theory which admit a generaliza-
tion were such simple notions as subgroup, homomorphic image, direct
w xproduct, and maybe a few others. To the contrary, Smith Sm showed how
to define the commutator of two congruences and showed that, for
algebras in a permutable variety, the commutator is as useful as the
Žcommutator of normal subgroups or as the ideal product of bilateral
. Ž .ideals and satisfies the same formal properties see Table I . In particular,
the commutator makes it possible to define Abelian, nilpotent, and solv-
able algebras and congruences.
Smith's discovery was surprising in many respects. First, many people
had previously noticed that commutators of subgroups and products of
ideals in commutative rings satisfy the same formal properties, and this
Ž .had led to an abstract and not particularly useful study of lattice ordered
Ž w x.monoids see FMK, p. 2; MK, p. 36; Bi . Smith's treatment is completely
new and much more fruitful, since he furnishes an explicit and ``concrete''
definition of the commutator. It seems quite strange that no one before
Smith tried to give a concrete definition of the commutator, or that the
problem of defining what it means for an algebra to be Abelian received so
Ž .little attention at least, from a concrete algebraic point of view .
w U xAccording to FMK , Smith's commutator is a ``major unifying concept
which lay neglected and obscure beneath the familiar assumptions of those
of us steeped in the tradition of the subject.'' Furthermore, ``There are
some results which were obtained . . . just prior to the publication of
Smith's book which . . . seemed difficult and strange to their authors, but
are easily understood and, for the most part, derived with the help of the
commutator.''
Another surprise came shortly thereafter, when Hagemann and Her-
w xrmann HH showed how to extend the theory to the larger class of
modular varieties: this modular commutator ``encouraged a growing expec-
tation that almost any result provable for permutable varieties could be
Žobtained for modular varieties with a greater expenditure of effort'' again
w U x.quoting from FMK .
The work of many people has subsequently shown the exceptional utility
of this notion of commutator. It has been used to solve many open
problems, to provide broad generalizations of known results, to greatly
simplify older proofs, and to provide unexpected brand new theorems: see
w xGu, FMK . Actually, current research shows that virtually all of the
commutator theory developed for modular varieties follows already from
Žthe existence of a difference term for single algebras and in most cases
. weven without assuming congruence modularity! : see Gu; Ke; Ki, Sect. 3;
xLp; Lp1; Lp2 and Section 4 in the present paper. Let us also mention that
commutator theory has been extended and applied to even more general
w xcontexts: Qu, HMK, Ke1, Lp, Lp4, Lp5, KS are only some examples of
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the power of this general commutator theory. Current research in the field
is very active and will surely provide additional applications.
Returning to the modular commutator, it provides a very important
identity, which even mimics the definition of permutability: though we
w xcannot expect that a ( b s b ( a holds, we have a ( b F b ( a ( b , b .
The proof uses the existence of a difference term, and, indeed, it is proved
w xin Ke that, throughout a variety, the existence of a difference term is
w xequivalent to a ( b F b ( a ( b , b . The definition of a difference term is
given in the Introduction; the reader may think of it as a uniform witness
of the above inequality.
Thus, we have a rather weak but very useful and completely unexpected
analogue of the property MN s NM, an analogue in which the commuta-
tor plays a fundamental role.
w xThe inequality a ( b F b ( a ( b , b can be iterated to furnish very
w xsimple descriptions of a q b in modular varieties Gu, Lemma 8.4 .
Further identities have been found; actually, when we deal with three
congruences things can be simplified astonishingly: there is a simple bound
Ž . Ž . w x Ž Ž .for g a q b , that is, g a q b F a ( b ( g , g and, actually, g a q b
Ž . w Ž . Ž .x.s g a ( b ( g a q b , g a q b .
Ž .ŽWe improve further on this identity, obtaining a bound for a q b a0 0 1
.Ž . Ž .q b a q b Theorem 2.1 ; using distributivity of the commutator, the1 2 2
Ž .Arguesian law follows Corollary 3.1 exactly from Jonsson's argumentÂ
Ž .Lemma 2.3 ; proving the more general result holding for algebras with a
difference term requires further computations, which are performed in
Section 4. Section 5 deals with further generalizations and open problems.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We use quite common terminology: the reader expert in general algebra
Ž .or universal algebra, as many people call it may probably skip this
section, especially if he or she is familiar with commutator theory for
modular varieties.
An algebraist outside the field trying to read a paper about general
algebraic systems may encounter two kinds of difficulty. The first is a
triviality which nevertheless may generate much confusion: group theorists
and ring theorists use different notation for concepts that turn out to be
the specializations of the same general concept; in turn general algebraists
Žuse even more different notation which, moreover, has changed during
.the years . Just to take an example, juxtaposition is used in group theory to
Ždenote the product of two subgroups which in general, for normal
.subgroups, corresponds to the join ; in ring theory it is used to denote the
Žproduct of two ideals which in general, for commutative rings, corre-
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.sponds to the commutator ; and in general algebra it is used to denote the
Žmeet of two congruences but sometimes even the intersection of two
.relations .
We hope that Table I removes any possible problem.
Remarks. In this paper we shall use the notation given in the second
Ž .column of Table I; the notions laws in the third and fourth columns are
Ž .specializations particular cases of those in the second column. Relational
product is denoted by (; F denotes inclusion; juxtaposition is sometimes
Ž .also used to denote set theoretic intersection. We need this because we
have to deal with relations which are not necessarily congruences: as we
Ž .mentioned and contrary to the cases of groups and rings a ( b need not
be a congruence.
The laws in the second column do not necessarily hold in a general
Ž w xalgebra; however, they hold for algebras in a modular variety see Gu or
w x w x .FMK and Jo or Corollary 3.1 for proofs ; in particular, they hold for
groups and rings. Submultiplicativity holds in every algebra.
Notice that, for noncommutative rings, if we want the commutator of
two bilateral ideals I, J to correspond to the general definition, we have to
take IJ q JI, rather than IJ. This might appear rather strange, but in most
cases it makes no difference. For example, the definition of a prime ideal
turns out to be the same, since the following are equivalent:
Ž .a P G IJ implies P G I or P G J, for all I, J.
Ž .b P G IJ q JI implies P G I or P G J, for all I, J.
The second trouble that an algebraist outside the field may encounter is
that, almost without exception, in general algebra the notions have to be
defined in a global fashion, while group and ring theorists usually prefer
``element-by-element'' definitions. As an elementary example, a normal
subgroup of a group G is usually defined as a subgroup N for which
gngy1 g N, for every g g G and n g N, and, of course, this property of
normal subgroups is crucial in many computations. However, a general
algebraist probably would prefer to define a normal subgroup to be the
kernel of some homomorphism; indeed, he or she would prefer to define
the kernel of a homomorphism to be an equivalence relation. The fact
that, in the particular case of groups, the kernel is completely determined
Ž .simply by a subset indeed, a subalgebra would look to him or her like a
very special feature of groups.
Also, the definition of the general commutator obeys the above rule:
Žsuch notions as the commutator of two elements in a group or the product
.of two elements in a ring seem to be special features of group and ring
theory; in the general case, the only thing we can define in a way that
makes sense is a global commutator operation on congruences, corre-
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sponding to the commutator of normal subgroups or to the ``product''
IJ q JI in rings.
The reason for this fact deserves detailed discussion. Let us start again
with the example of groups: the commutator of two subgroups H and K
Ž .of a fixed group is defined as the subgroup generated by the elements
y1 y1 Ž .h k hk, h and k varying, respectively, in H and K. The word w h, k s
hy1 ky1 hk has the property that
Ž . Ž . Ž .) w 1, x s 1 and w x, 1 s 1 hold in every group for every x.
It is not difficult to show that if M and N are normal subgroups and
Ž . Ž . Ž . w x)) if w is any word satisfying ) then w m, n g M, N , for
every m g M and n g N.
This fact follows also from general commutator theory and is the key for
Žproving certain categorical properties of the commutator as, e.g., in
w x.FMK, Chaps. I and III .
Ž . y1 y1Thus, the relevant fact about the particular word w h, k s h k hk is
not its simple description: what really matters is that the set of all
Ž . w xw m, n 's generates a normal subgroup M, N satisfying the more general
Ž .property )) .
All the above easily generalizes to an algebra A with some constant 1,
w xand modulo some notion of ``generated.'' Just define Ur an n-m-commu-
Ž .tator term t to be a term satisfying t 1, . . . , 1, y , . . . , y s 1 and1 m
Ž .t x , . . . , x , 1, . . . , 1 s 1.1 n
w xIf X, Y : A, we can define X, Y s the subset of A generated by
 Ž . <t x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y n, m g v, x , . . . , x g X and y , . . . , y g Y and1 n 1 m 1 n 1 m
4t is an n-m-commutator term . Of course, in each particular case, there
will be a special set T of commutator terms such that in the definition of
w xX, Y it is enough to let t vary in T , rather than among all commutator
terms.
< <Groups have the very special property that one can choose T s 1, so
that we can talk of the commutator of two elements, while in general two
Ž .elements or, more exactly, two sequences have many ``commutators,'' one
for each commutator term.
This is only half of the tale: seemingly, there is a good commutator
theory only for congruences of algebras, while so far we have constructed
Žcommutators of subsets of an algebra moreover requiring the existence of
.a constant . Thus, we can reach our final goal only if we have some
Ž .canonical bijection between congruences and suitable subsets of an
Ž .algebra as in the cases of groups and rings .
Varieties with this property and their commutator theory have been
Žw x w x.studied Ur, GU and, under slightly less general assumptions, VL . It is
significant, however, that, even in this particular framework, commutator
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theory can only be partially simplified: a few definitions have a simpler
form, but the mentioned authors derive many results just as corollaries of
the general theory for congruences.
For the above reasons, we believe that the best way to introduce the
commutator is to consider it as a global operation on congruences,
satisfying suitable closure properties. Needless to say, these closure prop-
Ž .erties have or can be given an algebraic nature, and the ghost of the
``elementwise commutator'' may reappear, in some form or other. Also, the
Ž .general definition of the commutator given below involves considering an
infinite number of terms, and, as in the situation described above, it would
be interesting to find minimal sets of terms for which we get the same
definition. At the beginnings of the theory this issue had been somewhat
neglected, but it deserves detailed study, both in the general case and in
each particular application.
But this is not the right place to discuss or compare the two different
Žapproaches, the global one and the ``element-by-element'' one of course
.they are motivated and justified by the nature of the object of study . Let
us just mention that, even if someone, on first impact, might perceive them
as opposite attitudes, they are in fact complementary. Looking at things
Žfrom a general point of view has sometimes provided scattered but
.substantial applications to groups and rings, and more frequent applica-
tions to other particular algebraic structures, such as lattices, quasigroups,
and semigroups; moreover, it may lead to greater conceptual clarity:
``What looks messy and complicated in a particular framework may turn
w xout to be simple and obvious in the proper general one'' Sm, p. iv . In this
sense, general commutator theory shows that, even for groups, the commu-
tator is really more than a measure of how a group fails to be commuta-
tive.
The general theory of algebras cannot be dismissed, as some have done,
as a collection of abstract nonsense: it ``has already developed far beyond
Ž .the stage where it could be characterized as it once was as consisting of a
collection of the most basic and general results that hold simultaneously
w xfor diverse systems such as groups, rings and modules'' MK, p. 33 .
ŽNow for the definitions of the notions used in the present paper see
w x .BS, MKNT, FMK, Lp for more details .
Ž .Algebras, denoted A, B, . . . are just sets A, B, . . . furnished with some
Ž .operations; a term or derived operation of an algebra A is just an
operation obtained by composition from the basic operations of A and the
Žprojections a term corresponds to what in group theory is called a ``word,''
.and in rings with 1 to a polynomial with integer coefficients .
A block of a congruence a is just an equivalence class of a ; aa b
Žmeans that a and b lie in the same block of a in other words, a and b
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.are equivalent modulo a ; a, b, . . . denote n-tuples of elements of some
algebra; aa b means that a a b , a a b , . . . .1 1 2 2
Ž .If A is an algebra, and a , b g Con A, then M a , b is the set of all
matrices of the form
Xt a, b t a, bŽ . Ž .
,
X X Xt a , b t a , bŽ . Ž .
X Xn mwhere a, a g A , b, b g A , for some n, m G 0, t is an m q n-ary term
X Xoperation of A, and aa a , bb b .
The definition of the commutator in general algebra is usually presented
in a rather technical way; however, the motivations for its introduction can
be presented in a quite simple way. Just observe that a group G is Abelian
Ž . < 4iff the diagonal D s g, g g g G is a normal subgroup of G = G. So it
is natural to define an algebra A to be Abelian iff the diagonal is a block
Ž . Žthat is, an equivalence class of some congruence on A = A in passing, let
us remark that variations on this definition are possible, and some prob-
.lems about their equivalence seem still open: see Problem 5.12 .
If one has just some confidence about congruence relations, one sees
immediately that an algebra is Abelian iff it satisfies the following term
Ž .condition abbreviated TC :
X Xn mIf a, a g A , b, b g A , t is an m q n-ary term operation of A, and
X X X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t a, b s t a, b then also t a , b s t a , b .
Ž .In other words, if the entries of a row in a matrix belonging to M 1, 1
are equal, then the entries of the other row are also equal.
We shall not use the equivalence of TC and of the D-type condition
mentioned above: in this paper we shall always deal with TC and its
w xspecialization. See Qu for the history of TC.
The definition of the commutator is just a specialization of TC, when we
w Ž . xare considering two congruences FMK, Definition 3.2 3 ; Gu, p. 40 .
w xIf a , b g Con A, the commutator a , b of a and b is the least
congruence g of A such that zg w, whenever x, y, z, w g A, xg y, and
x y Ž .g M a , b .z w
w xSee also FMK, Chap. I for the relationships among the general
commutator and the commutator in groups and rings. A characterization
of the commutator similar to the D-type mentioned above is also possible
w xGu, Chap. 6; FMK, Chap. 4 .
w xA congruence a is Abelian if and only if a , a s 0.
The sol¤able series a Žn. is defined as follows:
Ž0. Žnq1. w Žn. Žn. xa s a , and a s a , a .
A congruence a is sol¤able if and only if a Žn. s 0, for some nonnegative
integer n.
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Ž .An algebra A is Abelian sol¤able if and only if 1 is an AbelianA
Ž .solvable congruence.
Ž .A difference term is a ternary term d such that a s d a, b, b and
Ž .w xd a, a,b a , a b hold whenever aa b; in other words, d satisfies the
well-known Mal'cev identities characterizing permutable varieties, except
w x Žthat one identity is replaced by congruence modulo a , a notice that
w x Ž .many authors use a specular notation; that is, they require a a , a d a, b, b
Ž . .and d a, a, b s b .
It is very important, for our purposes, that if an algebra A has a
Ž .difference term d, then A has a term d such that a s d a, b, b andn n
Ž . Žn. Ž w x w xd a, a, b a b, whenever aa b see Lp, Lemma 3.1 or Gu, p. 64 for a
.proof .
Actually, some of the results here are proved assuming only the exis-
tence of a weak difference term, a term which is Mal'cev modulo the
w x Ž . Ž .w xcommutator, that is, which satisfies a a , a d a, b, b and d a, a, b a , a b,
whenever aa b.
In order to simplify statements and proofs we use:
1.1. CONVENTION. A denotes an algebra; a , b , a , b , a , b , a , b ,0 0 1 1 2 2
Ž .Ž .Ž .g , u , and c are congruences on A; d s a q b a q b a q b ,i 0 0 1 1 2 2
Ž .Ž . Ž .g s a q a b q b , g and g are defined cyclically modulo 3 ;0 1 2 1 2 1 2
and « is d computed as if we were in a distributive lattice, that is,
« s a a a q a a b q a b a q a b b q b a a0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
q b a b q b b a q b b b .0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
Our main result is:
1.2. THEOREM. If A has a difference term and Con A is modular then
Con A is Arguesian.
wTheorem 1.2 is proved at the end of Section 4. It partially solves Lp,
Ž .xConjecture 5.11 a . In the particular case of solvable congruences it
w Ž .xfollows from Lp3, Theorem 2 iv , as noted on p. 166 there.
2. A DIFFERENCE TERM IMPLIES THE ARGUESIAN
IDENTITY MODULO ONE COMMUTATOR
In this section we show, under the assumption of the existence of a
difference term, that congruences behave as permutable equivalence rela-
w xtions, modulo just one commutator. Thus we can adapt Jo, Theorem 1.9
to the present situation; notice that in this section we are not assuming
congruence modularity. Recall Convention 1.1.
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2.1. THEOREM. Suppose that A has a difference term. Then for e¤ery n
d s a ( b a ( b a ( b (d Žn. .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1 2 2
w Ž .x Ž . Žn.Proof. From Lp, Lemma 3.1 iv it follows that g a q b F a ( b (g
Žholds in varieties with a difference term the proof is actually simpler than
w Ž .x.it appears there: see the comment to the proof of Lp, Theorem 3.2 i .
Ž .Here we show that the proof works ``uniformly'' for a , b i s 0, 1, 2 andi i
Ž . Žn.d . Identities similar to g a q b F a ( b (g had been previously ob-
wtained for modular varieties Gu, Theorem 7.4 and Chap. 8; Ts, Theorem
x5 .
So suppose that ad b. Then aa ( b b, for some m , i s 0, 1, 2. Say,i m i ii
aa a b a a a b a ??? b.i 1 i i 2 i i 3 i i 4 i
By taking m even and m G sup m , and by repeating some of the a 's,i ji
we can suppose m s m s m s m and m even.0 1 2
Recall from Section 1 that if A has a difference term then for every n it
Ž . Ž . Žn.has a term satisfying a s d a, b, b and d a, a, b a b, for every aa b gn n
A.
If m s 2 then we are done; otherwise we have
a s d a, a , a b d a, a , a a d a, a, a b d a, a, a ???Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 i 1 i i n 1 i 2 i i n 3 i i n 4 i
d a, a, a ??? d a, a, b d Žn.b i s 0, 1, 2 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n ji n
so that
a b ( a b ( a b ( a (d Žn.b.Ž . Ž . Ž .0 my1 0 1 my1 1 2 my1 2
We obtain the conclusion by repeating the above argument m y 2
times.
2.2. COROLLARY. If A has a difference term then, for e¤ery n, d F
Ž Ž . . Žn.a g g q g q a q b q d .1 0 1 2 2 1
Proof. The proof is immediate from Theorem 2.1 and the following
w xlemma, which is the key to the proof of Jo, Theorem 1.9 .
2.3. LEMMA. For a , b equi¤alence relationsi i
a ( b a ( b a ( b F a g g q g q a q b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 2 2 1
Proof. Let aa c b b, for i s 0, 1, 2. Then c a aa c and c b bb c ,i i i 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
 4  4so that c g c , and, cyclically, c g c , for i, j, k s 0, 1, 2 . More,1 2 0 i j k
Ž .c g c g c , so that c is equivalent to c modulo g g q g , and a is2 1 3 2 1 2 1 0 1 2
Ž .equivalent to c modulo g g q g q a , since aa c . The conclusion1 0 1 2 2 2 2
follows from the assumptions that aa c and c b b.1 1 1 1
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3. CONSEQUENCES FOR MODULAR VARIETIES
In this section we show how the previous methods can be used both to
improve results and to simplify proofs in the case of congruence modular
varieties.
Using distributivity of the commutator we get a simple proof of a result
w xby Freese and Jonsson FJ about modular varieties:Â
3.1. COROLLARY. If A belongs to a modular ¤ariety then Con A is
Arguesian.
Proof. By the distributivity of the commutator we get
Ž2. w x w xd F d , d , d F a q b , a q b , a q b F « .0 0 1 1 2 2
Ž Ž .The conclusion follows from Corollary 2.2, since « F a g g q g q1 0 1 2
.a q b , and every modular variety has a difference term.2 1
Actually, Theorem 2.1 and the proof of Corollary 3.1 give more:
3.2. COROLLARY. A ¤ariety V is congruence modular iff e¤ery algebra in V
satisfies the following congruence identity:
d s a ( b a ( b a ( b (« .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1 2 2
Actually, we can get
d s a ( b a ( b a ( bŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1 2 2
w x w x( a a a , a a a q a a b , a a b q ???Ž 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
w xq b b b , b b b ..0 1 2 0 1 2
Corollary 3.2 is a very strong way of saying that ``congruence modularity
w xis permutability composed with distributivity'' Gu, Chap. 7 : meets of joins
can be computed exactly as in permutable algebras, except for an extra
factor which is computed as in distributive lattices! See also Remark 5.8,
and 5.11.
w xS. Tschantz Ts, p. 281 asked whether every modular variety satisfies
Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .b ( a a ( b a ( b F a ( b a ( b a ( b (« . Corollary 3.20 0 1 1 2 2 0 0 1 1 2 2
furnishes an affirmative solution to the problem and, indeed, a stronger
identity. Notice also that the methods of the present paper can be used to
w xsimplify the proofs of many results from Ts ; for example, an easy
w xextension of Theorem 2.1 can be used to obtain Ts, Condition 17 and,
w xactually, a common generalization of Ts, Condition 17 and of Corollary
3.2: see Remark 5.8.
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w xAlso some results from Ki can be improved:
3.3. COROLLARY. If A belongs to a modular ¤ariety then
w x w x w x w xaqg bqg Fa b (g (g ( a , b q a , g q b , g q g , g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
whence a ¤ariety is modular iff it satisfies the congruence identity
a q g b q g F a b (g ( g q ab .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. Argue as in the proof of Corollary 3.1, and observe that
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž w Ž .xa (g b (g s a b (g (g . The last statement and Ki, Theorem 3.4 2
. w xas well can be obtained also as a consequence of Ts, Condition 17 .
Since commutator theory for modular varieties is quite elaborate, the
reader might wonder how much of the theory is needed to carry over the
above proofs. Actually, only very simple facts are used: there are quite
Ž wshort proofs for the existence of a difference term e.g., Ta, proof of
x.Theorem 2 ; and from a difference term the existence of the terms d isn
Ž w x w xeasily proved as in Gu, p. 64 : the extra complications in Lp, Lemma 3.1
.arise only when we deal with weak difference terms .
The only other ingredient which is needed from commutator theory is
wdistributivity of the commutator, proved in Gu, Corollary 6.12 and Theo-
x w xrem 6.14 or FMK, Proposition 4.3 . Actually, distributivity of the commu-
tator is not necessary for proving those results in the present section,
whose statement does not mention the commutator, as will be shown in
Section 4. However, the proofs become a little bit longer and rely on some
w xresults from Lp .
4. A BOUND FOR d Žn.
In this section we show that d Žn. F « , for large enough n, in congruence
modular algebras with a difference term. Actually, we just use only a weak
difference term.
We now state separately the results which follow from congruence
modularity and from the existence of a weak difference term. Putting them
together we obtain the desired bound in a computational but quite
straightforward manner.
Ž4.1. PROPOSITION. If A has a weak difference term then u q ???1
.Ž p1q? ? ?qpm. Ž p1. Ž pm.qu F u q ??? qu , for all congruences u , ??? and posi-m 1 m 1
ti¤e integers p , ??? .1
w Ž .x Ž .Ž pqq. Ž p. Žq.Proof. In Lp, Theorem 4.3 ii we showed u q c F u q c .
The proposition follows by induction from 2 to m.
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4.2. PROPOSITION. If Con A is modular then
Ž . w xi Ýu , c F Ýcu ,i i
Ž . Ž .Ž1.ii cÝu F Ýcu .i i
Ž . w Ž .xProof. i See Lp, Corollary 1.3 e .
Ž . w x w x Ž .ii cÝu , cÝu F Ýu , c F Ýcu , by i .i i i i
4.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that A has a weak difference term and Con A
is modular. Then
Ž . ŽŽ .Ž ..Žmq1.i u q ??? qu Ý c F Ý u c .1 m j j i j i j
Ž . Ž9.ii d F « .
Ž .Proof. i Let u s Ýu and c s Ýc . Theni j
Ž .mŽ .mŽ . Ž . Ž .mq1 1 1
uc s cu F cu F u c F c u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ý Ýi i j iž /
i i ij
Ž . Ž .by Propositions 4.2 ii , 4.1, and 4.2 ii again.
Ž . Ž .Ž .ii Let c s a q b a q b . Then1 1 2 2
Ž .8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 8 4 4Ž9.d s a q b c F a c q b c F a c q b cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .1 1Ž3. Ž3.F a c q b cŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0
Ž .1F a a a q a b q b a q b bŽ .Ž .0 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .1q b a a q a b q b a q b b F « ,Ž .Ž .0 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .by Propositions 4.2 ii , 4.1, 4.3 i , and 4.2 ii .
4.4. THEOREM. If A has a difference term and Con A is modular then
Con A is Arguesian. Indeed, the following congruence identities hold in
Con A:
d F a ( b a ( b a ( b (« andŽ . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1 2 2
a q g b q g F a b (g ( g q ab .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of the corresponding results in
Section 3, using Proposition 4.3 in place of distributivity of the commuta-
tor.
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5. PROBLEMS AND IMPROVEMENTS
The next proposition shows that the hypothesis of congruence modular-
ity can be somewhat relaxed in all previous results:
5.1. PROPOSITION. If A is an algebra and
Ž . Ž .) g a (gb ( a F ga q gb , for all a , b , g g Con A,
w xthen a q b , g F ga q gb , for all a , b , g g Con A.
If in addition A has a difference term then Con A is modular and, indeed,
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies g a q b F g a ( b ( ga q gb .
Proof. The first statement is immediate from the definitions: we need
Ž . w Ž .Ž . Ž .xexactly ) in the proofs of Lp, Proposition 1.2 7 8 and Corollary 1.3 e ,
rather than full modularity.
Ž .Using the difference term we get as, e.g., in Theorem 2.1
g a q gb s g a (gb ( g a q gb , g a q gbŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xF ga (gb ( a q gb , g F ga q gb .
The last statement is proved in a similar fashion.
Ž .For a whole variety, A. Day showed that ) is a condition equivalent to
Ž .congruence modularity this led to his Mal'cev condition for modularity .
w xSince Taylor's proof Ta for the existence of a difference term in a
Ž .modular variety uses only the Mal'cev condition arising from ) , Proposi-
wtion 5.1 furnishes another proof of Day's result; and, as remarked on Lp,
xp. 182 , a very short proof of Gumm's result that ``modularity is distributiv-
w xity composed with permutability'' Gu, Theorem 7.4 .
Since in Section 4 we have only assumed the existence of a weak
difference term, it can be asked whether some proofs could be simplified
under the stronger assumption of the existence of a difference term.
Indeed a positive solution of the following problem would provide a much
Ž .shorter proof of Theorem 1.2 compare Corollary 3.1 :
5.2. Problem. Prove or disprove: if A has a difference term and Con A
Žis modular then the commutator is join-distributive there is no need to
distinguish between left and right distributivity since the existence of a
w x.difference term implies commutativity Ke, Lp1 .
w xCan we prove at least some weak form of distributivity, e.g., a q b , g
w x w xs a , g q b , g q abg ?
As a very minor step toward the solution of Problem 5.2, we can show
w Ž . xthat if A has a difference term and Con A is modular then g a q b , g N 1
w x w x Ž w x.F a , g q b , g q abg see Lp3; Lp4, Remark 3.5c . However, it
w x w xseems unlikely that a , b s a , b N 1 , even under our hypotheses.
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The following result has been provided by the referee.
5.3. PROPOSITION. In the ¤ariety of commutati¤e rings with 1, let R s
Ž .Z x , x , x , y , and for i s 0, 1, 2 let a and b be the congruences of R0 1 2 i i
Ž . Ž . w xcorresponding respecti¤ely to the ideals x and x q y . Then d , d is noti i
contained in « .
2 w xProof. y belongs trivially to the ideal corresponding to d , d , but does
not belong to the ideal corresponding to « . Otherwise,
y2 g x l x l x q x l x l x q y q ???Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 1 2
q x q y l x q y l x q yŽ . Ž . Ž .0 1 2
s x x x q ??? q x q y x q y x q y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 2 0 1 2
2 Ž .Ž .Ž .so that y s k x x x q ??? qk x q y x q y x q y for some poly-1 0 1 2 8 0 1 2
nomials k , . . . , k , which is impossible.1 8
w xIn a preliminary version of this paper we asked whether d , d F « , for
every congruence modular algebra A with a difference term. Proposition
5.3 shows that this is not necessarily the case even in permutable varieties.
w xWe do not know whether d , d F « can fail also in groups.
Thus, the use of d Ž2. is necessary in the proofs of Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2
Ž w w xxbut, as the referee remarks, we proved and used d , d , d F « , which is
Ž2. .stronger than d F « .
It is questionable whether 9 is the best possible exponent in Proposition
Ž .4.3 ii , at least when a difference term exists.
Notice, however, that the techniques in Section 4 allow us to show that
d Ž3. F b q a a q a a b q b a b , whence we can do with such a1 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2
smaller exponent in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
w U U x U5.4. Problem. Using distributivity, one can show that d , d F «
U Ž .Ž . Uholds in a modular variety, where d s a q b a q b , and « s0 0 1 1
w U U x Ua a q a b q b a q b b . Does d , d F « hold for congruence0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
modular algebras with a difference term?
Notice that, since a difference term implies commutativity of the com-
mutator, we get
Ž . w xi c ,Ýu F Ýcus i i
Ž .from Proposition 4.2 i , but this does not seem to be enough to solve
Problem 5.4.
w Ž .xHobby and McKenzie HMK, Exercise 3.8 6 claim that there exists a
non-Abelian algebra having M as congruence lattice: it is easy to show3
Ž . w U U x Uthat i , commutativity, right distributivity, and even d , d F « musts
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fail in such an algebra, whence none of the above properties follow from
Ž Ž .congruence modularity alone in contrast, Proposition 4.2 i does follow
.from modularity .
The following seems open, however: does congruence modularity imply
Ž Ž .left distributivity this would improve Proposition 4.2 i and give affirma-
.tive answers to Problems 5.2 and 5.4 ?
w xLipparini Lp shows that in many cases results obtained using a differ-
Ž .ence term actually hold with more involved proofs under the weaker
Žhypothesis of the existence of a weak difference term also, Section 4
.provides examples .
Ž .5.5. Problems. a Which results of the present paper hold when the
existence of a difference term is replaced by the existence of a weak
difference term?
Ž . w xb Lp, 5.11a In particular, is every congruence modular algebra
with a weak difference term also Arguesian?
Ž .c Do Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 5.1 generalize?
Also the problems of the present section can be posed for weak
difference terms.
Problems 5.5. are open for all results for which a counterexample has
wnot been explicitly given here or in Lp, Examples 4.5]4.7; Lp4, remark
x w x Ž w x.3.5 . Notice that KP, Example 5.17 see also Lp, Example 4.7 shows that
Ž .there is a congruence modular even, congruence distributive finite alge-
bra with a weak difference term in which the commutator is not commuta-
tive.
Ž w x.Clearly, the existence of a 4-difference term see Ki does not follow
from the existence of a weak difference term, since a difference term can
w xbe easily constructed from a 4-difference term Ki, p. 467 .
w xOur proof of Corollary 3.1 and the classical proof given in FJ seem to
Ž .be quite different. Are there some hidden common features? An answer
to this problem might shed new light on the problem of the relationships
between the ``projective geometry'' of congruence lattices of algebras and
Žtheir ``affine geometry'' given by equivalence classes of congruences cf.
w x.Gu, p. 11 .
w xNotice that our results do not entirely subsume FJ , since their proof
actually shows that if every subalgebra of A = A is congruence modular
then A is Arguesian.
5.6. Problem. Is there a common generalization of Theorem 1.2 and of
w xthe mentioned result from FJ ? Which results of the present paper hold
on the sole assumption that every subalgebra of A = A has modular
congruence lattice?
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It seems that all results of the present paper hold if for every n every
subalgebra of An is congruence modular.
5.7. Problem. Study the following relation defined for I, J lattice
identities:
I * J iff whenever A has a difference term and I holds in Con A thendt
J, too, holds in Con A.
ŽThus, Theorem 1.2 asserts that mod * arg where mod and arg denotedt
.the modular and the Arguesian law, respectively .
w x ŽStudy the mutual relationship among * Jo , * , and * this lastc dt wdt
.relation is defined with reference to weak difference terms .
Ž .The only things we know about this problem are that * is triviallywdt
finer than * and is also finer than * , since every variety satisfying adt c
w xnontrivial lattice identity has a weak difference term KS .
w xIn particular, which results proved for * hold for * ? See Jo forc Žw.dt
w xa survey about * , and FHH, Cz for more recent results.c
We can generalize this problem further by allowing I and J to contain
composition.
5.8. Remark. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have made no particular
use of the special form of d , a product of three factors, each a sum of two
elements: Theorems 2.1 and 4.4 and Corollary 3.2 admit the obvious
generalizations in which d is any finite product of finite sums of congru-
Žences, and « is still d computed as if we were in a distributive lattice the
exponents in Proposition 4.3 have to be increased according to the number
.of congruences in d .
This remark can be used to provide identities which, seemingly, are
stronger than the Arguesian law. Just as an example, if Con A is modular
and A has a difference term, then
a q b a q b a q b a q bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3
F a g g q g g q g q g q a q b ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 12 20 01 23 30 01 2 1
where now we have defined
g s a q a b q b i , j s 0, 1, 2, 3 .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j i j i j
Finally, let us mention that there exists a common generalization of
w xTheorem 2.1, Remark 5.8, and Lp4, Theorem 2.9 , even in the ``abstract''
w x Ž w x.framework of Lp, Lemma 3.1 details are given in Lp6 .
The methods of the present paper might help in proving:
Ž .5.9. Conjectures. i If A belongs to a modular variety then Con A
satisfies all identities valid in lattices of permutable equivalence relations.
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Ž .ii If A belongs to a modular variety then Con A satisfies all
universal sentences valid in lattices of permutable equivalence relations.
Ž .iii If A belongs to a modular variety then Con A is representable as
a lattice of permutable equivalence relations.
w xJonsson Jo1 shows that if a lattice satisfies all universal sentences validÂ
in lattices of permutable equivalence relations then it is representable as a
Ž . Ž .lattice of permutable equivalence relations, so that ii is equivalent to iii .
As far as we know, Jonsson's theorem might hold with ``identities'' inÂ
place of ``universal sentences.'' Were this the case, it would be enough to
Ž . Ž .prove i to obtain iii .
It is possible that Conjectures 5.9 hold even when the hypothesis ``A
belongs to a modular variety'' is weakened to ``Con A is modular and A has
a difference term.''
w xThe referee points out that FHH furnishes congruence identities true
Žin congruence modular varieties which are not a consequence of the
.conclusions of Conjectures 5.9.
5.10. Problem. Is it true that if « is a lattice identity valid in all
congruence lattices of algebras in permutable varieties then mod * «?c
w xAgain by FHH , a positive solution of Conjectures 5.9 would not
necessarily settle Problem 5.10.
5.11. A more general problem can be stated along the above lines. As
we mentioned, H. P. Gumm showed that ``congruence modularity is
permutability composed with distributivity,'' and Corollary 3.2 and Remark
5.8 furnish a stronger version of Gumm's theorem.
Suppose now that a certain property P is valid both in permutable
varieties and in distributive varieties. When can we expect that P holds in
congruence modular varieties, too?
In many specific instances it turns out that P is valid in modular
varieties. The example provided in the present paper is the case when P is
Ž``congruence lattices satisfy the Arguesian law'' and it is interesting to
note that our proof is given by a fusion of the proofs for the two cases of
.permutable and distributive algebras . Another interesting example is
w xprovided in KS , where it is shown, among other things, that in modular
Žvarieties the TC-commutator coincides with the linear commutator the
result is trivial for distributive varieties, since in this case both commuta-
tors coincide with meet; the result for permutable varieties was obtained
.by R. Quackenbush in an unpublished manuscript .
In other cases, it is not known whether P holds in modular varieties
Ž .Conjectures 5.9 and Problem 5.10 provide examples .
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In contrast, we know no natural example of a property valid both in
permutable and distributive varieties and which fails in modular varieties.
We feel that such a property must be a very artificial one.
More informally, the real problem is: to what extent can congruence
modularity be considered an amalgam of permutability and distributivity?
We now turn to more specific problems.
w x5.12 Problem Lp1 . Are the following equivalent?
Ž . Ži In A = A the smallest congruence u containing the diagonal as
.a block is a common complement of p and p , the kernels of the two1 2
Ž .projections equivalently, up s up s 0 .1 2
Ž .ii In A = A there exists a common complement d of the kernels of
the two projections.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Same as ii and, moreover, p (d (p s 1 i s 1, 2 .i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Trivially, i « iii and iii « ii .
w x w xIt is possible to define a commutator , in such a way that 1, 1v v
Ž . w xholds in A iff condition i above holds; and it is easy to show that , F2
w x Ž w x w x ., see Ki, Lp5 for the definition of , .v 2
Ž . Ž . w xWe can show that if ii holds then in A = A 1, d s 0, and alsov
w x Ž .1, 1 s 0 in particular, A is Abelian , but this does not seem enough to
Ž .imply i .
A related result is:
5.13. PROPOSITION. Suppose that a , a , and a pairwise permute, and1 2 3
w xa a s d and a q a s g for 1 F i - j F 3. Then g , g F d .i j i j 2
Proposition 5.13 might be useful in studying the problem of which sets
Ž .of equivalence relations on some set X can be represented as the set of
Ž .congruences of some algebra over X .
Ž . Ž .5.14. Problem. Suppose that s x , . . . , x and t x , . . . , x are terms1 n 1 n
in the language of lattices, and that s F t is true in every lattice. If
Ž .« y , . . . , y is a lattice identity and all the y 's are distinct from the x 's,1 m j i
< Ž . < Žwe let « denote the identity « s q ty , . . . , s q ty . Thus « whichw s, t x w s, t x1 m
.depends on the y 's and on the x 's asserts that, for every choice ofj i
w x  < Ž .x , . . . , x , the identity « holds in the interval I s, t s z s x , . . . , x F z1 n 1 n
Ž .4F t x , . . . , x . With this notation, we may ask:1 n
X < X <If « * « holds, is it true that « * « holds?w s, t x w s, t xc c
An affirmative answer would provide a lot of nontrivial congruence
implications; but even if the problem has a negative answer in general, it
would be interesting to obtain affirmative results in specific instances. To
this purpose, the following proposition might be useful.
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Ž .5.15. PROPOSITION. a Suppose that s, t are terms as abo¤e and that e¤ery
< < <¤ariety satisfying mod has a difference term. Then mod * arg .w s, t x w s, t x w s, t xc
Ž . Ž Ž .b Suppose that mod * arg that is, Problem 5.5 b has an affir-wdt
. < <mati¤e answer . Then mod * arg for e¤ery s and t as abo¤e.w s, t x w s, t xc
Ž .Proof. We first prove b .
<If mod is a trivial identity, then necessarily s s t in every lattice,w s, t x
<hence also arg is a trivial identity, and the congruence implicationw s, t x
trivially holds.
< w xSuppose that V satisfies the nontrivial identity mod . By KS V has aw s, t x
weak difference term. Let A g V, x , . . . , x g Con A, and a s1 n
Ž . Ž . w xs x , . . . , x , b s t x , . . . , x . By hypothesis, I a , b is a modular lattice,1 n 1 n
and each block B of bra in Ara is an algebra with modular congruence
Žlattice and with a weak difference term B is an algebra under restriction
w x .HMK, Definition 2.2 ; notice that weak difference terms are idempotent .
Since mod * arg by hypothesis, each such B has Arguesian congruencewdt
w xlattice and also the lattice I a , b is Arguesian, being a subdirect product
of the lattices Con B, B varying among the blocks of bra .
<Thus, arg holds in V.w s, t x
Ž . Ž .The proof of a is similar and uses mod * arg Theorem 1.2 .dt
Ž .Remark. The proof of Proposition 5.15 b actually shows that if I * Jwdt
< <then I * J for all s and t as above.w s, t x w s, t xc
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